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CHINO OTSUKA 
 
Chino Otsuka uses photography and video to explore the fluid relationship between the memory, time and 
photography. At age 10 she moved from Japan to the United Kingdom to attend school. Her experience of 
becoming familiar with a new place, a different language and new customs while she was developing her 
adolescent identity has profoundly shaped her work in photography, video and writing. Her series 
Imagine Finding Me consists of double self-portraits, with images of her present self beside her past self 
in various places she has visited. As Otsuka says: “The digital process becomes a tool, almost like a time 
machine, as I’m embarking on the journey to where I once belonged and at the same time becoming a 
tourist in my own history.” This dynamic is extended by Memoriography, a video series, and Photo 
Album, a series of images of a family photo album with the photographs removed, inviting the viewer to 
imagine what might have been. With earlier works such as Summer and TOKYO 4-3-4-506, the artist 
revisits pivotal places from her past – a school she attended, or her family’s home. Together, Otsuka's 
images conjure a delicate and poignant awareness of the impermanence of time. 
 
Chino Otsuka was born in Tokyo, Japan and came to the UK to be educated at Summerhill School, the 
progressive co-educational boarding school, at the age of 10. She studied photography at University of 
Westminster and received MA in Fine Art Photography at Royal College of Art. She has exhibited widely 
in UK, Europe and Asia. Recently she had a major solo show at Huis Marseille Museum for Photography, 
Amsterdam. Group shows include Helsinki Photography Festival, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of 
Photography, Victoria & Albert Museum, UK, LACMA, US, Dong Gang Museum of Photography, South 
Korea and Jehangir Art Gallery, Mumbai, India. She has also published four books in Japan as a writer 
and published her first autobiographical book at the age of 15 to much acclaim. Her works are found in 
public collections including National Media Museum, UK, Wilson Centre for Photography, UK, Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art, Huis Marseille Museum for Photography and Tokyo Metropolitan 
Museum of Photography. The series Imagine Finding Me has become her most exhibited work showing 
over 14 countries. 
 
 


